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Ellie SimmondsEDGE: Dream to WinFranklin Watts
Two estranged sisters find that forgiveness never goes out of style when
they inherit their mother’s vintage jackets, purses… and pearls of wisdom
Estranged half-sisters Gabrielle Winslow and Lulu Quattro have only two
things in common: mounds of debt and coils of unresolved enmity toward
Bette Bradford, their controlling and imperious recently deceased mother.
Gabrielle, the firstborn, was raised in relative luxury on Manhattan’s
rarefied Upper East Side. Now, at fifty-five, her life as a Broadway costume
designer married to a heralded Broadway producer has exploded in
divorce. Lulu, who spent half her childhood under the tutelage of her
working-class Brooklyn grandparents, is a grieving widow at forty-eight.
With her two sons grown, her life feels reduced to her work at the Ditmas
Park bakery owned by her late husband’s family. The two sisters arrive for
the reading of their mother’s will, expecting to divide a sizable inheritance,
pay off their debts, and then again turn their backs on each other. But to
their shock, what they have been left is their mother’s secret walk-in closet
jammed with high-end current and vintage designer clothes and
accessories— most from Chanel. Contemplating the scale of their mother’s
self-indulgence, the sisters can’t help but wonder if Lauren Weisberger had
it wrong: because it seems, in fact, that the devil wore Chanel. But as they
being to explore their mother’s collection, meet and fall in love with her
group of warm, wonderful friends, and magically find inspiring messages
tucked away in her treasures — it seems as though their mother is advising
Lulu and Gabrielle from the beyond — helping them rediscover themselves
and restore their relationship with each other.
Book 3 in a magical new series from Paralympian and star of the Great
Comic Relief Bake-Off, Ellie Simmonds. Ellie is going to her first ever
birthday party! But first she has to bake a brilliant birthday cake for her
new friend Talia. But her magical recipe book has gone missing! Will Ellie
find it in time?
Ellie, or Eleanor, Simmonds, is a swimming legend - and she's only sixteen
years old - a multi-Paralympic champion. Read her story from her childhood
up to when she crossed the finish line at the London 2012 Paralympics. It
takes blood, sweat and tears to get to the top of any sport, and these short,
inspirational biographies show just how tough it can be. Focusing on top
athletes and sport personalities, each dramatic story brings to life the skill,
determination and luck needed to break through into top level competition.
This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of
books to get children reading with confidence. EDGE - for books children
can't put down.
A Widow's Tale
Critical Metals Handbook
Harness Horse
The Extraordinary Life of Emily Dickinson
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Jenkins Family Book
Olympic Gold: Rebecca Adlington
When Louis Smith was seven he was faced with a choice that would change
the course of his whole life. He chose the path of an athlete, but he lacked
concentration and was easily distracted. As a punishment his coach made
him perform circles on the pommel horse... Dream to Win: Louis Smith is
written by expert author Roy Apps for kids with a reading age of 7 (but could
also be enjoyed by pre-teens) and illustrated with black-and-white artwork.
The stories focus on top athletes and sport personalities, with each dramatic
story bringing to life the skill, determination and luck needed to break
through into top level competition. This title is published by Franklin Watts
EDGE, which produces a range of books to get children reading with
confidence. EDGE - for books children can't put down.
A limited, leather bound , individually numbered edition of the magnificent
official celebration of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. A
glorious keepsake of the London 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic
Games, full of unforgettable images, powerful quotes and fascinating
statistics. It traces the whole incredible story, from early preparation through
the creation of the Olympic Park, the Torch Relay and the innovative Cultural
Olympiad. It explores both Games in detail, revealing how record–breaking
athletes, spectators, volunteers and locals have all made London 2012 their
own. Beautifully designed and featuring the Games′ most evocative
photography and a foreword by Sebastian Coe KBE, London 2012 Olympic
and Paralympic Games: The Commemorative Book captures the magical
atmosphere of a once in a lifetime event. Only 2012 have been produced
and will only be available for sale until the end of the year.
Ever had a dream -- a dream to win? Lewis had a dream -- to be a Formula 1
racing driver. This is the story of Lewis's early years and his break through
into top-level motorsports. This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE,
which produces a range of books to get children reading with confidence. We
believe this title will be of interest to readers aged 7+ and to older readers
who struggle with reading. EDGE - for books kids can't put down.
This handbook provides a critical assessment of contemporary issues that
define the contours of the Paralympic Movement generally and the
Paralympic Games more specifically. It addresses conceptualisations of
disability sport, explores the structure of the Paralympic Movement and
considers key political strategic and governance issues which have shaped
its development. The Palgrave Handbook of Paralympic Studies is written by
a range of international authors, a number of whom are senior strategists as
well as academics, and explores legacy themes through case studies of
recent Paralympic games. Written in the wake of the 2016 Rio Paralympic
Games, it provides an assessment of contemporary challenges faced by the
International Paralympic Committee and other key stakeholders in the
Paralympic Movement. Its critical assessment of approaches to branding,
classification, social inclusion and technological advances makes this
handbook a valuable resource for undergraduate study across a range of
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sport and disability related programmes, as well as a point of reference for
researchers and policy makers.
Verily, A New Hope
1884-1896 Diary of Helen Mar Kimball Whitney
A Story of Jacques Cousteau
Her Life and Letters
Behind Closed Doors
Time Spinner
Read the story that has inspired millions The desert, I remember. The
shrieking hyenas, I remember....I remember playing soccer with rocks,
and a strange man telling me and my brother Tewolde that we had to go
on a trip and Tewolde refusing to go. The man took out a piece of gum
and Tewolde happily traded it for his homeland.... So begins the
remarkable true story of a young boy's journey from civil war in east
Africa to a refugee camp in Sudan, to a childhood on welfare in an
affluent American suburb, and eventually to a full-tuition scholarship
at Harvard University. Following his father's advice to "treat all
people-even the most unsightly beetles-as though they were angels sent
from heaven," Mawi overcomes the challenges of language barriers,
cultural differences, racial prejudice, and financial disadvantage to
build a fulfilling, successful life for himself in his new home. Of
Beetles and Angels is at once a harrowing survival story and a
compelling examination of the refugee experience. With hundreds of
thousands of copies sold since its initial publication, the
unforgettable memoir continues to touch and inspire readers. This
special fifteenth anniversary edition features bonus materials,
including a new introduction and afterword by the author. *please note
the updated anniversary edition will be released in June. Orders
placed before that edition is available will receive the current
paperback*
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga
reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare
himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical
monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return
once more to a galaxy far, far away with this sublime retelling of
George Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of
Avon. The saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a
beautiful princess held captive and a young hero coming of age, Star
Wars abounds with all the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest
plays. Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and
dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress
fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character
from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style
illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars
galaxy. Zounds! This is the book you’re looking for.
With the narrative punch of Jonathan Harr’s A Civil Action and the
commitment to environmental truth-telling of Erin Brockovich, The
Fluoride Deception documents a powerful connection between big
corporations, the U.S. military, and the historic reassurances of
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fluoride safety provided by the nation’s public health establishment.
The Fluoride Deception reads like a thriller, but one supported by two
hundred pages of source notes, years of investigative reporting,
scores of scientist interviews, and archival research in places such
as the newly opened files of the Manhattan Project and the Atomic
Energy Commission. The book is nothing less than an exhumation of one
of the great secret narratives of the industrial era: how a grim
workplace poison and the most damaging environmental pollutant of the
cold war was added to our drinking water and toothpaste.
The blind photographer cannot see a butterfly perched perfectly still
on a flower, a bowl of sweet-smelling fruit, or a child's rattle on a
darkened floor, but the mind's eye is sharply focused. How then, do
blind or partially sighted people capture such extraordinary images?
The photographs in this revelatory book suggest a deeper truth: that
blindness is itself a kind of seeing, and that those who can see are
often blind to the strangeness and beauty of the world around them. As
the blind photographer Evgen Bavcar writes, "Photography must belong
to the blind, who in their daily existence have learned to become the
masters of camera obscura." Through the photographs of more than fifty
blind or partially sighted people from around the world, this
exhilarating book—the first to explore this phenomenon in all its
vibrancy and diversity—will make you see differently.
Ellie Simmonds
A Boy's Remarkable Journey from a Refugee Camp to Harvard
A Broken Body Is Not a Broken Person
Charlotte Mary Yonge
Lawn Boy
Jessica Ennis-Hill

The adventures of a boy and his dragon friend are recounted in this classic song from the
1960s.
Book 2 in a magical new series from Paralympian and star of the Great Comic Relief
Bake-Off, Ellie Simmonds. Ellie's Magical Bakery is a great success. Ellie and Victoria
Sponge are having lots of fun baking cakes which Ellie sells in the shop and Basil delivers
on his roller skates. Even Whisk is helping out, by decorating the boxes! But when a local
boy loses his new puppy, Ellie and Basil are desperate to find it for him. Ellie's magical
book has a recipe to help them, but it is rather unusual. The recipe leads them to the
butcher's, where they find the puppy has stolen some sausages, and to the village green
where they find a stick . . . But how will the recipe help Ellie and her friends find the lost
puppy?
Eve Lazarus peels back the layers of Vancouver's history to reveal its surprising hidden
depths.
In first bookof the high-stakes Survivor Diaries series, a whale tour offthe coast of the
Washington goes horribly wrong.Travis and Marina will have their grit and teamwork
tested to the extreme.Perfect for fans of Lauren Tarshis I Survived series and Gary
Paulsen s Hatchet."
Living Through Lockdown
David Beckham
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Overboard!
Louis Smith
Ellie's Magical Bakery: Perfect Pie for a Perfect Pet
Perspectives Intermediate
After injury prevented her from competing in the 2008 Olympic Games, Jessica Ennis fought
back to become the 2012 Olympic gold medal winner in the heptathlon. Read her story from her
childhood years right up to when she crossed the finish line in her final event in London, 2012.
It takes blood, sweat and tears to get to the top of any sport, and these short, inspirational
biographies show just how tough it can be. Focusing on top athletes and sport personalities,
each dramatic story brings to life the skill, determination and luck needed to break through into
top level competition. This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range
of books to get children reading with confidence. We believe this title will be of interest to
readers aged 7+ and to older readers who struggle with reading. EDGE - for books kids can't
put down.
When I was little, I dreamed my life would be a fairy tale. But it just so happens that I don't need
a knight in shining armor to save me anymore. I'm made of freaking steel.It's time for answers.
Time for vengeance. And time to finally unmask the notorious V. There's no going back now.See
what happens in the epic conclusion of the Made of Steel series.
It's the annual bake-off in Greyton and the winner gets an amazing prize - an all-expenses paid
trip to London and the chance to meet a very special VIP . . . Ellie has always wanted to go
swimming at the Olympic Park and now it looks as if her dream might come true! But the
Scrudges make revolting cakes - Ellie will have to help them win the competition, with a little
help from a very special little magical baker.
“As I looked back over the landscape of my life, and the many setbacks I had endured, I saw that
every loss also offered a gift, even if I didn’t recognize it at the time. Whenever I was called
upon to loosen my grip on some cherished part of my life, I was consequently given the
opportunity to start again, to create anew something of value . . . every ending carried the seeds
of possibility, a chance to start over.” —Janine Shepherd Defiant chronicles the remarkable life
of Janine Shepherd, an elite ski racer whose bid to represent Australia in the Olympics was cut
short by a tragic accident. She recalls the ten days she hovered between life and death, faced
with the difficult choice to let go or return to a body that would never be whole again. After six
months in hospital battling to rehabilitate her permanent disabilities, she not only taught herself
to walk again—she earned her wings as both a pilot and an aerobatics instructor. Happily
married and raising three children, her life was again upended when she was forced to face a
painful divorce, the loss of her home, and financial ruin. Undaunted, Janine persevered in
managing her again-reinvented life as a single mom, as well as celebrated author and
international speaker. Janine Shepherd shares with candor and compassion the practical
lessons she has learned throughout her continuing journey. Defiant offers hope and
encouragement for anyone facing a life challenge, sharing the author’s hard-won wisdom and
priceless advice for navigating one’s way from loss to healing.
Bradley Wiggins
The Palgrave Handbook of Paralympic Studies
Manfish
EDGE: Dream to Win:
Carved in Ice
Vancouver Exposed
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Mankind is using a greater variety of metals in greaterquantities than ever
before. As a result there is increasing globalconcern over the long-term
availability of secure and adequatesupplies of the metals needed by society.
Critical metals, whichare those of growing economic importance that might
be susceptibleto future scarcity, are a particular worry. For many of thesewe
have little information on how they are concentrated in theEarth’s crust, how
to extract them from their ores, and howto use, recycle and dispose of them
effectively and safely. Published with the British Geological Survey, the
CriticalMetals Handbook brings together a wealth of knowledge oncritical
metals and provides a foundation for improving the futuresecurity and
sustainability of critical metal supplies. Written byinternational experts, it
provides a unique source of authoritativeinformation on diverse aspects of the
critical metals, includinggeology, deposits, processing, applications,
recycling,environmental issues and markets. It is aimed at a broadnonspecialist audience, including professionals and academicsworking in the
exploration and mining sectors, in mining financeand investment, and in
mineral processing and manufacturing. Itwill also be a valuable reference for
policy makers concerned withresource management, land-use planning, ecoefficiency, recyclingand related fields.
Usain had a dream, he wanted to play cricket. But an eagle-eyed coach
spotted his sprinting talent at school in Jamaica. Usain soon discovered that
the path to becoming a pro-athlete is tough going, and if he was to fulfil his
destiny and become the FASTEST MAN ON EARTH, he was going to need
every ounce of determination, plus a great sense of humour. This is the story
of Usain's discovery, his first athletic events and the Olympic Games. Dream
to Win: Usain Bolt is written by expert author Roy Apps for kids with a
reading age of 7 (but could also be enjoyed by pre-teens) and illustrated with
black-and-white artwork. The stories focus on top athletes and sport
personalities, with each dramatic story bringing to life the skill, determination
and luck needed to break through into top level competition. This title is
published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to get
children reading with confidence. EDGE - for books kids can't put down.
Winner of the Alex Award “Mike Muñoz Is a Holden Caulfield for a New
Millennium--a '10th-generation peasant with a Mexican last name, raised by a
single mom on an Indian reservation' . . . Evison, as in his previous four
novels, has a light touch and humorously guides the reader, this time through
the minefield that is working-class America.” --The New York Times Book
Review For Mike Muñoz, life has been a whole lot of waiting for something to
happen. Not too many years out of high school and still doing menial
work--and just fired from his latest gig as a lawn boy on a landscaping
crew--he’s smart enough to know that he’s got to be the one to shake things
up if he’s ever going to change his life. But how? He’s not qualified for much
of anything. He has no particular talents, although he is stellar at handling a
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lawn mower and wielding clipping shears. But now that career seems to be
behind him. So what’s next for Mike Muñoz? In this funny, biting, touching,
and ultimately inspiring novel, bestselling author Jonathan Evison takes the
reader into the heart and mind of a young man determined to achieve the
American dream of happiness and prosperity--who just so happens to find
himself along the way.
A photographic project undertaken by members of Chapel Camera Club, High
Peak, during the summer of 2020. Each participant took one self-portrait and
up to 3 other images to illustrate their experiences of living through this
unique period of time. The photographs provide a record of personal
experiences of 30 individuals living in rural Derbyshire.
Puff, the Magic Dragon
Ellie's Magical Bakery: Brilliant Birthday Bakes!
EDGE - Dream to Win: Usain Bolt
The Fluoride Deception
On Wings of Words
Lewis Hamilton
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in
a free State̶and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I
remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years̶it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be
uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Ever had a dream -- a dream to win? Rebecca had a dream -- to be an Olympic gold medal
winner. This is the story of Rebecca's early years and her break through into the British
Olympic swimming team. This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a
range of books to get children reading with confidence. We believe this title will be of interest to
readers aged 8+ and to older readers who struggle with reading. EDGE - for books kids can't
put down.
We've all got a dream, right? Growing up in Rosario, Argentina was tough for a kid - especially
a little one like Lionel Messi. But Lionel didn't want to be little - he wanted to be a LEGEND!
This is the story of Lionel's discovery, his first football matches for Newell's Old Boys and then
the huge decision that would change his life FOREVER... It takes blood, sweat and tears to get
to the top of any sport, and these short, inspirational biographies show just how tough it can
be. Each is written by expert author Roy Apps for kids with a reading age of 7 (but could also
be enjoyed by pre-teens) and illustrated with black-and-white artwork. The stories focus on top
athletes and sport personalities, with each dramatic story bringing to life the skill, determination
and luck needed to break through into top level competition. This title is published by Franklin
Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to get children reading with confidence. EDGE
- for books kids can't put down.
Ever had a dream -- a dream to win? David had a dream -- to play for Manchester United. This
is the story of David's early years and his break through into Manchester United's first team.
This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces a range of books to get
children reading with confidence. We believe this title will be of interest to readers aged 7+ and
to older readers who struggle with reading. EDGE - for books kids can't put down.
EDGE: Dream to Win
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
Ellie's Magical Bakery: A Royal Tea for Royalty
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Being a Partial Record of the Descendants of David Jenkins and Genealogical Notes of
Families Intermarried with Them
Searching for the City's Hidden History

Volume 6, Life Writings of Frontier Women series. Few diaries, journals, and
memoirs published have provided as rich and well rounded a window into their
authors' lives and worlds as the diary of Helen Mar Kimball Whitney. Because it
provides a rare account of the widely experienced situations and problems faced by
widows, her record has relevance far beyond Mormon history.
Perspectives teaches learners to think critically and to develop the language skills
they need to find their own voice in English. The carefully guided language lessons,
real-world stories and TED Talks motivate learners to think, creatively and
communicate effectively.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLING DEBUT
PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER YOU CAN'T MISS! The perfect marriage? Or the
perfect lie? “A hair-raising debut, both unsettling and addictive...A chilling thriller
that will keep you reading long into the night.” —Mary Kubica, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author of The Good Girl “This is one readers won’t be able to
put down.” —Booklist (starred review) "A can’t-put-down psychological thriller.”
—Library Journal (starred review) “This debut is guaranteed to haunt you...Warning:
brace yourself.” —Bustle (10 New Thrillers to Read This Summer) “The sense of
believably and terror that engulfs Behind Closed Doors doesn't waver.” —The
Associated Press, picked up by The Washington Post “This was one of the best and
most terrifying psychological thrillers I have ever read.” —San Francisco Book
Review Everyone knows a couple like Jack and Grace. He has looks and wealth; she
has charm and elegance. He’s a dedicated attorney who has never lost a case; she is
a flawless homemaker, a masterful gardener and cook, and dotes on her disabled
younger sister. Though they are still newlyweds, they seem to have it all. You might
not want to like them, but you do. You’re hopelessly charmed by the ease and
comfort of their home, by the graciousness of the dinner parties they throw. You’d
like to get to know Grace better. But it’s difficult, because you realize Jack and
Grace are inseparable. Some might call this true love. Others might wonder why
Grace never answers the phone. Or why she can never meet for coffee, even though
she doesn’t work. How she can cook such elaborate meals but remain so slim. Or
why she never seems to take anything with her when she leaves the house, not even
a pen. Or why there are such high-security metal shutters on all the downstairs
windows. Some might wonder what’s really going on once the dinner party is over,
and the front door has closed. From bestselling author B. A. Paris comes the
gripping thriller and international phenomenon Behind Closed Doors.
A colorfully illustrated biography of a little French boy who would become an
internationally known oceanographer and champion of the seas. Once upon a time
in France, a baby was born under the summer sun. His parents named him Jacques.
As he grew, Jacques fell in love with the sea. He dreamed of breathing beneath the
waves and swimming as gracefully as a fish. In fact, he longed to become a manfish.
Jacques Cousteau grew up to become a champion of the seas and one of the bestknown oceanographers in the world. In this lovely biography, poetic text and
gorgeous paintings come together to create a portrait of Cousteau that is as magical
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as it is inspiring. Praise for Manfish “Berne offers a luminous picture-book
biography about Jacques Cousteau . . . . Puybaret’s smooth-looking acrylic paintings
extend the words’ elegant simplicity and beautifully convey the sense of infinite,
underwater space.” —Booklist (starred review) “This moving tribute to the great
nautical observer and filmmaker is shot through with an authentically childlike
sense of adventure and the thrill of discovery . . . . This poetic profile of a doer and a
dreamer is certain to inspire fresh interest in discovering, and in caring for, our
world’s wonders.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “A new generation of children
is introduced to the pioneering oceanographer and filmmaker. Beginning with
Cousteau’s childhood in France where he marveled at the sea and dreamed of
breathing underwater, Berne reveals the unique mix of curiosity, ingenuity, and
passion that drove Cousteau to make underwater exploration possible.” —School
Library Journal
William Shakespeare's Star Wars
EDGE - Dream to Win
The Official Commemorative Book
Of Beetles and Angels
Defiant
Leo Messi
When Rosemary accidentally breaks her grandmother's antique vase, she breaks
the space colony's rule forbidding time travel to the past and must find another
one.
Bradley Wiggins is a national hero - the first British person to win the Tour de
France - EVER. Read his story from his childhood years right up to when he
crossed the finish line in Paris, 2012. It takes blood, sweat and tears to get to the
top of any sport, and these short, inspirational biographies show just how tough
it can be. Focusing on top athletes and sport personalities, each dramatic story
brings to life the skill, determination and luck needed to break through into top
level competition. This title is published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which produces
a range of books to get children reading with confidence. We believe this title will
be of interest to readers aged 7+ and to older readers who struggle with reading.
EDGE - for books kids can't put down.
An inspiring and kid-accessible biography of one of the world's most famous
poets. Emily Dickinson, who famously wrote "Hope is the thing with feathers that
perches in the soul," is brought to life in this moving story. In a small New
England town lives Emily Dickinson, a girl in love with small things—a flower
petal, a bird, a ray of light, a word. In those small things, her brilliant imagination
can see the wide world—and in her words, she takes wing. From celebrated
children's author Jennifer Berne comes a lyrical and lovely account of the life of
Emily Dickinson: her courage, her faith, and her gift to the world. With
Dickinson's own inimitable poetry woven throughout, this lyrical biography is not
just a tale of prodigious talent, but also of the power we have to transform
ourselves and to reach one another when we speak from the soul. • Fantastic
educational opportunity to share Emily Dickinson's story and poetry with young
readers • An inspirational real-life story that will appeal to children and adults
alike. • Jennifer Berne is the author of critically acclaimed children's biographies
of Albert Einstein and Jacques Cousteau. Fans who enjoyed Emily Writes: Emily
Dickinson and her Poetic Beginnings, Emily and Carlo, and Uncle Emily will love
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On Wings of Words. • Books for kids ages 5–8 • Poetry for children • Biographies
for children Jennifer Berne is the award-winning author of the biographies
Manfish: A Story of Jacques Cousteau and On a Beam of Light: A Story of Albert
Einstein. She lives in Copake, New York. Becca Stadtlander is the illustrator of
many children's and young adult publications, including Sleep Tight Farm. She
was born and raised in Covington, Kentucky.
A Novel
EDGE - Dream to Win: Louis Smith
The Fashion Orphans
The Blind Photographer
Twelve Years a Slave
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